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Overview on Converting a Quote to an Order
This document will cover how to convert an existing Quote Order into a live Order
to be processed though the system. The beauty of using the quote-to-order
process is that we can track just how many quotes we are converted because the
system writes out entries to the database for each process and we can see that
detail in programs like CS and WEB PRM.
While converting the Quote to and Order you can optionally chose to send the
SOP (Sales Order Print) form as an acknowledgement to the customer. Pricing,
quantity changes as well as adding or removing lines can also be done within the
process.
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(O)rder Release function allows the user to select a “quote” order and covert it
into a “live” order to be picked, shipped and billed. Only non-expired quotes can
be converted into Orders.

Select (Q)uote Order to release:
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Enter Selection data or Quote Order number to be released.

Select (M)anual release from the options window:
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After selecting your Quote to be converted to an Order, if there is insufficient
stock on any or all detail lines you will see the following Requisition windows, you
MUST hit the “DELETE” key for each item that has that condition until all lines
are brought into the Order.
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After Entering the Customer PO# and optionally changing the Request date, you
will be brought into the standard Order Entry. All order prompts will then be in
affect.

These are the header field prompts:
9 144 – price matrix – this is the customers default, you can override this
field by using the “CTRL-G” function that will open a window for all current
price matrix. Normally this field isn’t changed.
9 15 – customer purchase order Number - This is used to enter the
customer’s PO # if needed, it is not required in the quote order process.
9 153 – memo field – This is used for internal memo comments for this
quote. Entry into this field is optional.
9 31 – Remarks – This field is used for any special remarks that you want
printed on the picking ticket, if the quote is turned into an Order. Entry into
this field is optional.
9 54 – Ship via – This is the shipping method. This value will default to the
setup in the customer master. You can use the “CTRL-G” function that will
open a window for all current ship via methods.
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9 56 – Freight Payment Method – This field controls the freight payment
method. This value will default to the setup in the customer master. You
can use the “CTRL-G” function that will open a window for all current
freight payment codes.
9 58 – Term code – This field control the payment terms on the quote. This
value will default to the setup in the customer master. You can use the
“CTRL-G” function that will open a window for all current term codes.
Normally this field isn’t overridden.
Once you’ve entered/changed any of the normal header fields all the detail lines
entered on the Quote Order will be displayed.

If you need to change any additional header fields you can just like in order entry,
also if any quantities need to be updated or if pricing needs to up revised you can
update any detail line information as well.
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Since there were lines where there was insufficient stock you can update and
transfer lines (or all lines) to another Jason branch for fulfillment.
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Optionally you can press the letter “G” to open the window where you can chose
to send the SOP (Sales Order Print) as an acknowledgement to the customer by
either Email or Fax.

If there are no other changes to the order that need to be made either select
(A)ccept or (S)ummary and accept.
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If you selected to send the Order acknowledgement to the customer then hit “”R”
to Run or just exit from this prompt.

If you’ve transferred any lines to other branches you will see this window where
you can update the Ship Via method for the transfer Order if need be.
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Then (E)xit to return to the Quote Processing Screen

.
(E)xit one more time to return to the Quote Entry Sreen.
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The CS screen will show the newly converted Quote to Order.

Using the CTRL-G function, you can easily see how the system tracked the order
from the creation of the Quote to the conversion of the Order.
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In PRM under the customer history, you can see how the Quote went to Order as
well.

Lastly after converting the Quote to Order, you should close the Open Activity
that was originally created when you entered the Quote.
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